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WASHINGTON: Federal Reserve Chair Janet Yellen
reiterated her view Friday that the central bank will
likely begin raising interest rates before the end of
2015. “I expect that it will be appropriate at some point
later this year to take the first step to raise the federal
funds rate and thus begin normalizing monetary poli-
cy,” she said in a speech in Cleveland, Ohio.

Yellen, however, remained cautious, saying she still
saw slack in the jobs market, which has been a key fac-
tor in how the Fed approaches its first rate hike since

2006. “We will be watching carefully to see if there is
continued improvement in  labor market conditions,
and we will need to be reasonably confident that infla-
tion will move back to two percent in the next few
years,” she said.

She also stressed that the move toward a tighter
monetary policy would be gradual and that Fed policy
would need to remain supportive of economic growth
“for quite some time.”

The Fed has kept its benchmark federal funds rate

at zero since the end of 2008 to help pull the economy
back from the Great Recession.

Since early last year the Fed had been expected to
move on rates around mid-2015, but the stall in the
economy in the first quarter of the year, and the tepid
rebound from that, have delayed the decision.

Addressing the City Club of Cleveland, Yellen said
that the economy is near the point where it does not
need the support of rates at such an extraordinarily
low level.

But she made clear that she and other Fed policy-
makers want to see data over the coming weeks to
confirm that. Even with the US unemployment rate
now down to 5.3 percent, its lowest level since April
2008, she said there was still some slack in the US jobs
market.

“It is my judgment that the lower level of the
unemployment rate today probably does not fully
capture the extent of slack remaining in the labor mar-
ket-in other words, how far away we are from a full-
employment economy,” she said, according to her pre-
pared remarks.

She pointed to the very low level of participation
in the active work force, the high number of people in
part-time jobs, and the relatively slow pace of hiring.
On the other hand, while wage growth, a key sign of
the tightness of the labor market, has been weak, she
noted “tentative hints of a pickup” that could point to
more firm gains in the jobs market.

Even so, she said, “I think a significant number of
individuals still are not seeking work because they per-
ceive a lack of good job opportunities, and that a
stronger economy would draw some of them back
into the labor force.” 

She also noted continuing weakness in business
investment and residential construction. And she said
that Greece’s economic crisis adds to uncertainty
about the economic outlook. — AFP
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WASHINGTON: Federal Reserve Chair Janet Yellen speaks during a news conference following
a Federal Open Market Committee meeting in Washington. — AP

ASHGABAT: Indian Prime Minister
Narendra Modi on a visit to
Turkmenistan yesterday backed
stronger energy ties with the gas-rich
ex-Soviet state.  Meeting Turkmen
President Gurbanguly
Berdymukhamedov for talks in
Ashgabat, the Indian premier backed an
ambitious project to build a pipeline
from Turkmenistan to deliver its vast
energy resources to India.

The long-planned gas pipeline proj-
ect, named TAPI, would be “a key pillar
of economic engagement between the
two countries”  and have a “transforma-
tional impact”, the leaders said in a joint
statement released on Modi’s website.
The leaders “reaffirmed their strong
commitment towards timely implemen-
tation of this strategic project for the
common benefit of peoples of the four
countries”.

Berdymukhamedov said after the
talks that the gas pipeline project “is
already entering the final stage and
soon we will start the practical imple-
mentation.” “We are standing on the
threshold of a remarkable event,” the

Turkmen leader said. “Apart from the
economic rationale for all the partici-
pants in the project, TAPI is aimed at
making a large contribution to strength-
ening stability in the region,” he said,
adding it would create 12,000 new jobs
in Turkmenistan’s neighbor Afghanistan.

Berdymukhamedov thanked Modi
for India’s “steady support for the TAPI
project and its constructive position at
all the preparatory stages.” In a gesture
of friendship towards India,
Berdymukhamedov said a statue of
Mahatma Gandhi and a traditional
Indian medicine and yoga centre would
be opened later in Turkmenistan’s show-
piece capital Turkmenistan, which bor-
ders Iran, has the fourth largest reserves
of natural gas in the world but suffers
from a lack of pipeline infrastructure.
The TAPI pipeline is set to cross
Afghanistan and pump gas to Pakistan
and India.

The 1,800 kilometre (1,100 mile)
pipeline project valued at up to $10
billion however faces security con-
cerns in Afghanistan and ballooning
costs. —AFP
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ASHKHABAD: Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi (second left) shakes hands
with Turkmenistan’s President Gurbanguly Berdymukhamedov during a sign-
ing ceremony following their meeting in Ashkhabad yesterday. —AFP 

French parliament adopts divisive economic reforms

PARIS: France’s parliament adopted a key package of
economic reforms Friday, after an agonizing passage
in which the government forced the measures
through the house without a vote three times.

Prime Minister Manuel Valls on Thursday again
resorted to a little-used constitutional procedure to
push through the reforms-which are seen as vital to
energise France’s sluggish economy-without lawmak-
ers voting. The Socialist government survived two
confidence votes in less than six months over the
move, but this time the opposition did not submit a
censure motion, and the law is now considered for-
mally adopted.

“Our economy is, as we know, hampered by block-
ages. We must remove them and tackle them
methodically,” Valls said. “It is perhaps even more use-
ful today, at a time when the world is confronted with
the Greek crisis but also the worrying situation in

China. We must do everything for growth and activity.”
With growth estimated at a meagre one to 1.2 per-

cent this year and unemployment rates stuck at 10
percent, the government was in a hurry to implement
the law in a bid to revitalize the economy.

However, the proposals proved highly divisive
from the beginning and a group of between 30 and
40 MPs on the left flank of the Socialist Party vowed to
vote against the package, regarding it as too right-
wing. To avoid this, Valls first chose to force through
the measures in February, doing the same when the
law returned to the National Assembly in June.

Both times the government faced subsequent con-
fidence votes that risked bringing it down.  The legisla-
tive package is the brainchild of Economy Minister
Emmanuel Macron, a former banker, and the govern-
ment sees it as vital to pep up the moribund economy,
the second biggest in the euro-zone.

The reforms also provoked anger on the street,
sparking the rare sight of white-collar workers such as
notaries and pharmacists marching through the
streets demanding the bill be shelved.

Their professions are among those which are tradi-
tionally protected, but which the “Macron law”-made
up of some 300 articles-aims to open up to competi-
tion. One of the key planks of the package allows
shops in certain tourist zones notably the Champs
Elysees in Paris-to open every Sunday of the year. The
package is also viewed as crucial in Brussels, where the
EU has urged France to reform in order to bring down
its ballooning budget deficit, which is far above
European limits.

“We need this text for more jobs and growth,”
stressed President Francois Hollande in June, vowing
to have the laws on the statute book by French nation-
al day, July 14. — AFP

The map of Europe is represented on a euro coin and banknotes. Greece’s international creditors believe its latest
debt proposals are positive enough to be the basis for a new bailout worth 74 billion euros, an EU source said.—AFP
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ANTANANARIVO: Cyclones that hit Madagascar earlier in
the year have trimmed its 2015 economic growth forecast to
3.4 percent from 5.0 percent, the country said in its budget
proposals, which include higher spending. One of Africa’s
poorest countries, Madagascar hopes to speed up economic
growth by developing its natural resources. But it has strug-
gled to attract foreign investors in recent years because of
both political instability and falling commodity prices.

Years of instability have deterred foreigners from devel-
oping Madagascar’s deposits of nickel, titanium, cobalt, iron,
coal and uranium. Lately, a new mining law has been
bogged down in parliament. It may be passed in October.

“Several factors have affected the macroeconomic envi-
ronment early in the year, such as the hurricanes with its
impact on economic sectors and weak tax revenues. That
has upset the macroeconomic and budgetary targets,” the
Finance Amendment bill seen by Reuters late on Thursday
said. “Economic growth is revised to 3.4 percent in 2015
against an initial forecast of 5.0 percent”.

Madagascar’s economy grew 3.3 percent in 2014. The
budget proposal, approved by the cabinet last week, said
year-on-year inflation was likely to rise to 8.1 percent from an
earlier forecast of 7.1 percent. “This increase is due to rising
oil prices on the international market, and weather impacts
at the beginning of the year,” it said.

Government spending will rise to 5.17 trillion ariary
($1.64 billion), the proposal said, a 21 percent increase over
2014’s budget. It forecasts revenue collection of 3.64 trillion
ariary, a drop of 8 percent from 2014. Madagascar’s cabinet
approved the proposal last week. The date for its submission
is yet to be determined. The proposal said the government
will plug the deficit using yet-to-be specified internal inputs
totalling 532.6 billion ariary and by external resources
totalling 804.9 billion ariary. —Reuters
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ATHENS: For many, Greece’s near-implosion and future-in-
the-balance crisis is no laughing matter. But in several
quarters-not least among wry Greeks themselves-jokes are
flourishing. Here is a small selection of humor making the
rounds, inside and outside the country:

Greece’s capital? 
On Reddit, an online bulletin board community, the

reigning joke is: “What is the capital of Greece?”
The dry answer: “About 20 euros.”  Another gag, this

time on Twitter: “What’s a Grecian urn? A lot less than he
did two years ago.”

Greek jokes
Inside Greece, the humour points to its citizens’ irre-

pressible cheekiness, even in times of trouble.  “Hey, nice
tan!,” says one joke that has gone viral. “Did you spend the
weekend at Psarou beach (a VIP spot on Mykonos island)?”
“No. I got it from waiting in line for the cash machine.”
Facebook is a popular venue for letting off steam. One post
going around on the network reads that “Berlin has reser-
vations about our bailout proposals-it might also want our
kidneys.”

Puerto Rico 
This one went down less well with Greeks.  At an event

in Frankfurt on Thursday, Bloomberg reported, German
Finance Minister Wolfgang Schaeuble joked with his US
counterpart Jack Lew that the two should swap their
respective debt problem childs: Greece for Puerto Rico. “I
offered my friend Jack Lew these days that we could take
Puerto Rico into the euro-zone if the US were willing to
take Greece into the dollar union,” Schauble was quoted as
saying.


